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his exhibition and accompanying catalogue 
represent the first in-depth survey of An
thony Sorcc’s protean artistic career. At times 

an innovator, at times a developer, Sorce has consis
tently experimented with new processes, materials, and 
aesthetic possibilities.These investigations have mani
fested themselves in a multiplicity of stylistic expres
sions linked together by his commitment to such 
Modernist concerns as formal invention and artistic 
progress.

Born in 1937, Sorce was raised in a family that 
valued the arts. As a youngster he frequently visited 
the galleries of the Art Institute of Chicago, where 
he developed his lifelong love of the Old Masters 
and admiration for the avant-garde. In 1955, Sorce 
won a citywide competition and enrolled at the 
American Academy of Art, Chicago, where he fol
lowed a strict academic curriculum concentrating on 
drawing from the nude and employing line and value 
to express three-dimensional forms. His early figure 
drawings in which units are strung together to form

the whole, where the underlying structure, or skel
eton, is gradually obscured, but never obliterated, by 
succeeding layers of muscle, and where the entire sum 
is governed by a rational, logical, additive approach 
remain key factors in his subsequent works [Fig. I . 
At the Academy he also received extensive instruc
tion in color theory and the techniques of oil, water
color, tempera, and casein painting. This very tradi
tional training has formed the basis for his lifelong 
devotion to craft and to expanding and investigating 
the physical aspects of process.

After receiving his diploma from the American 
Academy of Art, Sorce was awarded a scholarship to 
study with the sculptor Ivan Mestrovic at X'otre 
Dame, where he earned his B.F.A. degree in 1961 
and his M.F.A. degree a year later. Typical of Sorce's 
early work, EmHoino, 1961. shows his preoccupation 
with religious themes Tig. 2 , A subject whose pa
thos has inspired countless artists, but few as mov
ingly as Rembrandt. Etc f/eme "Behold die Man" 
John [9; 4-6, shows Christ at the moment ol bis
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5 Drawing for Th Cuy, 1964
6 364-6-/0, 1965
7 Vntitlri. 1965
8 3-70-6-0. 1965
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arts school in Kalamazoo, Michigan. Outside the 
classroom, he met regularly with a select group of 

faculty, led by Dr. George McMorrow, to discuss philo
sophical and artistic matters in general and Existen
tialism in particular.1 From his study of Existential

ism, Sorce came to the dialectic of existence—essence, 
which increasingly became the content of his art. Yet

in
the questions of c 
ixploioi m ,ounik
mlhRsr 1951

2. rhcXikKUv of t m Stephen lX*bsii». ln*i- 
<n Sew mi 'ir'a.uJ f^rrv New York Viking
IVngum Bo<iks. 1994.44.

I. Existentialism, of course, was much discussed at the 
tunc. Not only did its tenets influence professional philoso
phers, but it also appealed to a broad range of die intelligentsia. 
Much contemporary art criticism reflected an Existentialist view
point; Peter Selz, for example, had written in the catalogue ac
companying the highly influential "New Images of Man" exhi
bition at the Museum of Modern Art that in response to 
"solitude and anxiety . . . anguish and dread . . . these new 
imagists take the human situation, indeed the human pre
dicament rather than formal structure, as their starting point" 
iA'rw Images of Man (New York: Museum of Modern Art. 
I9.59 i, II,*. Other disciplines as well had incorporated ke\ 
I'.xistrnii.tlist concepts; alienation, for example, was a subtext

condemnation to be crucified.The work exemplifies 
Scree's interest in depicting form in space and his 

understanding of the expressive use of light, both 
lessons learned from the Baroque Masters.

Other ierge figurative works from this period include 
Gru.~c an a Or.'.’:z-J JfeirTrrfien, both 1964 [Figs. 3 & 4], 
Lire r.u earliest figure studies Fig. I], the paintings have 
an additive quality in which units are combined to 
create a vr. ..t. Sorce viewed his compositional com- 
pener.t.- :.-.al building blocks—like the chap
ter- tn a : c .I-, or the movements in a symphony—

: Im. ’ . tr-. ate rm integral artistic entity while 
retaining their own artistic individu-

. In ' cm. • ■ i?.n : an independent unit that 
i ■■ but is not subsumed within, a greater

• - I ' ! ’ : .’•• -1 figun . vinbolizing the trans- 
"ii-l " ■■■ t; • n.-i’ni-il into spirit, sliow the influ-

'■ 1.1 fjr. • .-.*.!. . J- I'liipn.ii / tic at the 
■rt Itr .ttt' r. <,f ir xell known to Sorce.

I9f 2 • hfi b.'oir, 1to pt a i. a. Ii

; ’ a -iz .. * > h f oik ,<<, a - mall lil u'l.il

2 r.^Hciw. Wt'I
3 Qwois H64
4 irfs'fwn.

illustrations for fa Cwlad/ Th Cits. a book of plays, 
short stories, and poems Madrid: Ldicior.es Magi
cal, c. 1965 bv Jorge Diaz de la Jara, a Spanish port 
and fellow professor at Nazareth Fig. S’. Both ot 
Sorces Draw.sr , Mr Th Cus. 1964. with their 
masklike faces and fragile linear contours, poignanth 
evoke the plight ot the anonymous. alienated, and 
depersonalized individual m the modern city t. olor 
Plates 1 Si 2 . Sorce also collaborated w ith the poet 
Stephen Dobvns on A 'srlt-Ptrirau. 19b5.

Toward the end ot 1964. Sorce began to experi

ment with assemblage Figs. 6 In h*s poem
"TheVelocitx ot Gows Stephen Dob-.ns described. 
"Standing there with lorn Sorce • in the dark ga
rage. he looking for junk, a found ob|*ct.. . . He o 
tired ot canvas. rhe movement ot spact \n-

Sorce never accepted the nihilistic aspect of Existen- > 

tialism, nor did he embrace fully its preoccupation 
with the absurd. In this regard, he remained closer to ■ 

Gabriel Marcel, who maintained his faith, than to | 
Jean-Paul Sartre. Replacing his earlier narrative sub

ject matter and religious content with Existentialism J 
signified a key development in Sorces art and marks ■ 

his progression from a youthful, religious iconogra- ■ 
phy to a secular, philosophical art to. finally, one in | 
which formal aesthetic concerns predominate. Indeed. ! 
one significant aspect of his art is this development | 

this ability to grow.

A further consequence of these discussions was 
that Sorce began to collaborate with a number ot 
other creative individuals. In IQ64 he provided the

William H. Whytes Hr < liym.anm Ma« D56 t®* 

‘hSvnccs .Mitheniicicv. and hvp»xm>v ** !

runvls with |. D
among du* most promtnc»X-

Ldicior.es


3. Ren Tibbs, “364-6-10,” Pyramid 3 I960 •: 12.

Il

5 Drawingfor The City, 1964
6 364-6-10. 1965
7 Untitled, 1965
8 3-70-6-0. 1965

4. In fact, 364-G-10 rather than 364-6-10 q pears to 
be stamped on the back of rht- mannequin* head

fixed on axis
and squeezed between 
sides of a large spool

other poet, BenTibbs, specifically referred to 364-6- 
10, 1965, an assemblage included in this exhibition 

[Fig. 6]:

2. “The Velocity of Cows," in Stephen Dobyns, Veloci
ties: New and Selected Poems 1966—1992 (New York: Viking, 
Penguin Books, 1994;, 44.

illustrations for Li Ciudad/The City, a book of plays, 
short stories, and poems (Madrid: Ediciones Magi
cal, c. 1965) by Jorge Diaz de la Jara, a Spanish poet 
and fellow professor at Nazareth [Fig. 5]. Both of 
Sorce’s Drawing!s] for The City, 1964, with their 
masklike faces and fragile linear contours, poignantly 
evoke the plight of rhe anonymous, alienated, and 
dispersonalized individual in the modern city [Color 

Plates I & 2]. Sorce also collaborated with the poet 
Stephen Dobyns on A Self-Portrait, 1965.

Toward the end of 1964, Sorce began to experi
ment with assemblage [Figs. 6, 7, & 8]. In his poem 
“The Velocity of Cows,” Stephen Dobyns described: 
"Standing there with Tony Sorce / in rhe dark ga

rage, he looking / for junk, a found object. ... He is 
tired of canvas, / the movement of space ... An

ted the nihilistic aspect of Existen- 
te embrace fully its preoccupation 

n this regard, he remained closer to 
who maintained his faith, than to 

Replacing his earlier narrative sub- 
ligious content with Existentialism 
.’elopment in Sorce s art and marks 

om a youthful, religious iconogra- 
ihilosophical art to, finally, one in 
letic concerns predominate. Indeed, 

aect of his art is this development, 

v.
equence of these discussions was 
to collaborate with a number of 

ividuals. In 1964 he provided the

slamped into the back of the mannequin’s head by 
die manufacturer ^h-f-6-10 semis a fitting meta
phor of alienation. As in the line drawings for The 
City, the figure's gender is ambiguous, unisex, and 
hence universal. Armless, bald, and stripped, the man
nequin symbolizes the wounded slate, and lack of 
wholeness, ol the contemporary individual. (treated 
only two decades after the horrors of the Nazi con
centration camps had become widely known. 364-6- 
10 reflects an awareness of the dehumanizing tech
niques employed by political entities. As Hannah 
Arendt noted in her seminal Origins of Totalitarianism 
(1951 , dehumanization by stereotyping, substitut
ing numbers for names, shaving heads, and starving 
bodies, was an essential prelude to the actual, phi st
eal destruction of the victims.

In a sense, 364-6-10 echoes other experiments in 
figurative sculpture during these wars, particularly

Constructed of a mannequins torso, a wooden wire 
spool, and other found objects (364-6-10 was

this bald mannequin 
pale and ashen 
quadruple amputee 
stares as if suddenly 

confronted
by rhe hub of all 
existing dynamics’

s The Organization Mau 1956 ,. Finally, 

tna. authenticity, and hypocrisy were 
novels, with J. D. Salinger’s Th Catcher 

mg rhe most prominent.
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6. Anthonv whiir-.d •turins'sK. 1%4

semblage continued; and five years later, Allan Kapn 
chronicled more recent developments in .'lasrmWage. 
Environments and Happenings 1966

One of Sorces most ambitious paintings to date. 
Once Upon a Life, 1965, is a Large, flat, frieze-like work, 
in which an ambiguous, enigmatic drama takes place 
on a shallow stage [Color Plate 31. To the left, a 
streamlined man moves toward a large space, empty 
but for a small circular object that hovers midpoint. 
In his haste, he distorts the restraining line, whose 
spiky forms bespeak tension. To the right, a pale, fe
male character reclines, resting her weight on an el
bow. Beneath, a heavy figure turns inward, his move
ment caught as if in a multiple exposure photograph 
or a Futurist painting. The small picture within the 
picture, which echoes the larger painting, suggests that 
the action is occurring in an interior, domestic space. 
To the far right, facing away from the male, are the 
legs, buttock, swollen belly, and breasts of a headless 
figure. An interlocutor, a silent onlooker, peers down 
upon the scene.

l.uiguagi.
\ltl ■ „lgll S. . ,[ i> IIHI, J lO i \ p|or> <h< lihiv.js 

ol growth, . h nr,■ • ii' ■ i. ■ In mg .r.,! i. itlung-
nv s, and oih' i 1 o-.i, mt ilisi . rr,» thiooghout die 
mid-sixties. In mcr< jsinglv cam,- to beliesc that: I hr 
sigruln uiee ol in tod.i, u ; i< >r m th, mug-- pro 
ducid 1.1 Pop. Op. Surrralnm but rail,,’ in 
the expansion ol media Fortuitous at this time 
th ( 'pp bn ( ’.imp in. u; Kji ,iiij/o. ,.t ■ .Lot in i,., 
rigid | ol.unthan, foim r..id.,bli to a limited num
ber of lo.-.i! .unsts. One of th. i ills bi raIh iirus .>f 
this dcci<i, n. Sol. • •> II. > I id 1- ,ng been interested tn 
artistic innovation. began investigating the acstlsetk’ 
;sossibiliti< • of polyun thatrf foam.

Working in poi.uutfi ,r,. invoked conibimrig a 
binder and a cat il, st .Much like u ,ot . auung dough 
to rtsr th, n .mi mt mixtun ■■■■,-u.i d quick]-, m a ratio

like a colored drawing tha» a 
it is a harbinger of futu* *’$'

those of Trova (in terms of the sleek, streamlined 
forms' and George Segal (in terms of the palette). 
Most significant, however, was the influence of Rob
ert Rauschenberg’s employment of altered found ob
jects (a ram tn Monogram, 1959) to create a new’ unity. 
The use of wheels, to create a chariot-like platform, 
recalls a long tradition of mobile characters that flows 
backward from Alberto Giacometti to the Etruscans 
and Greeks. 364-6-10 also reflects a widespread in
terest in assemblage during the early 1960s: in 1961 
the Museum of Modern Art had mounted "The Art 
of Assemblage,” with a catalogue by William C. Seitz 
{ The Art of Assemblage, 1961). In many ways this exhi
bition was a success by scandal: John Canaday, the 
chief art critic at The Acw York Times, denounced the 
exhibition as “highly perfumed" and "afflicted by 
fashionable bloat. Despite Canaday, interest in as-

5. Quoted by William C. Seitz the exhibition’s cura
tor] in Art in the Age of Aquarws: (Washington,
D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1991), 41.

of countless childrens stories. I.ik, th, protagonists tn 
so mam such tales and alb. gurus the man muo rm- 
batk upon a quest or jourti-x in ot,i<-r to fulfill ho 
destiny.! he pregnant figure that turns away from the 
man as he moves outward into hi- future seem , y ■ 
mize that eternal conflict between the wandering male 
(Odysseus and the domestic female Penelope In 
Sorces painting, there is also a quest, but the I jib- :. 
tential message is that only Ln acting—bv employing 
free will, In seeking the- unknown—can the essence 
be transmuted into existence. One cannot, tn ,>thrr 
words, describe; one must act and experience.

The painting is a summary and transitional work ; 
that continues Sorces preoccupation with narratwr | 
content; however, its outlook is philosophical rather 
than religious. It is sincere rather than ironic, rame< 
rather than knowing. Overall, it appears sonsewhX T 
unresolved: the large void, for example. In many y 
the work seems more 
painting. Nonerhele:



6. Anthony Sorce, undared statement r. I960.

9 Turn, 1966
1(1 C niirlfd Ljudseape, 1967

a
ure-ground investigations and a more visual, abstract 
language.

Although Sorce continued to explore the themes 
of growth, change, emergence, being and nothing
ness, and other Existentialist concerns throughout the 

I mid-sixties, he increasingly came to believe that: "The 
significance of art today is not in the images pro
duced (i.e. Pop, Op, Surrealism, etc.) but rather in 
the expansion of media."1’ Fortuitous ar this tune, 
the Upjohn Company in Kalamazoo decided to make 
rigid polyurethane foam available to a limited num
ber of local artists. One of the early beneficiaries of 
this decision, Sorce. who had long been interested in 
artistic innovation, began investigating the aesthetic 
possibilities of polyurethane foam.

Working in polyurethane involved combining a 
binder and a catalyst. .Much like yeast causing dough 
to rise, the resultant mixture expanded quickly in a ratio

of 30 to I. Sorci •> i elicit q’cnimiu w itli th' mw 
material incorp -r il* J I -ind objci t .■ it _illt> 
it'll' .111.1 du, .which rl ; . i. .th 1 > , 1.1 and

Pop refercnc. lie. 9 • 'swl'i. f- ml- ■■■:.■ would 
•tr< tdi otdtn tri I’-. Tm , , >t . tram.- md iln-n pour 
the puli uii th u,i unto on ,li- : i rim--. ,V In
worked he cut slits tn the dii io.,, id. r to allow tin 
medium to rti. .md swell. I !m . th m.ii'ii.il ..nd 
ehan.i became p.utici; c.iti in th, u .iti’.e pioois. 
After his mini to R.'.Viiter X< w York, in th« fill of 
1967. Suite eontiniH .1 to ■. A. ait io u whi-.r., i. wnh 
polyurcthani. ( Itt picjl of the 
extruded form 11 or relut-. • ij; live of gardens 
or contained landslip, ■, he ctc.itcd during the Lite 
1960s Fig. Ilf.

With pohur.-thanc Sorce found a mau n J through 
which he could express hi- underlying conient m in 
abstract and visual way. In a 1972 letter h< ohset ■■■ .1 
Aesthetically and philosophically I ana concerned 

with the Existentialist'' notion of emergence. th< 
continual process of cominc into Ix-tng th« dvnami.

I the painting recalls the opening lines 
lildrens stories. Like the protagonists in 
tales and allegories, the man must em- 
|uest or journey in order to fulfill his 
-cgnant figure.that turns away from the 
■s outward into his future seems to epito- 
al conflict between rhe wandering male 
d the domestic female (Penelope). In 
g, there is also a quest, but rhe Exis
ts that only by acting-—by employing 

eking the unknown—can the essence 
into existence. One cannot, in other 

one must act and experience.
? is a summary and transitional work 
Sorce’s preoccupation with narrative 
er, its outlook is philosophical rather 
t is sincere rather than ironic, earnest 
iwmg. Overall, it appears somewhat 

large void, for example. In many ways 
more like a colored drawing than a K 
heless it is a harbinger of future fig-
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private.

7. Anthony Sorce. letter dared May 19. 1972.
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i I S&uJ Cay Merk. 1969

12 Alpl'ribets, 1969

jOpixfilw:
I

flux of life—the painful and rewarding course of 
growth and creation."' The material—with its inter
twined swellings and depressions, its anatomical, 
sexual, and fecund forms—perfectly expressed his 
themes of growth, emergence, and becoming. Like 
the large Seurat in the Art Institute, these works ex
press a moment frozen in time. Moreover, polvure- 
thane represented a new material for a new time. Like 
many others—the Abstract Expressionists had used 
Duco paint, the Dadaists found objects—Sorce was 
intent upon employing the industrial products of his 
time. Sorce's commitment to truth in materials, along 
with a desire to escape the constriction of the frame, 
were to become characteristic of his later work.

The polyurethane foam experimental reliefs led to 
a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1968. which enabled 
him to move to New York City. Responding to the 
vitality' of the New York art scene, Sorce’s work de

veloped in several dire. Hous siniult m< > k. In a c*. 
tore incorporating ek-mi-nts of c.mc. piti.il and p. r 

formance art. ironv. found obji etc, and m homage to 
Marcel I )uchamp‘s sign, J nt m il. Soic. : d a . it- 
block f ig. If . Ill. .S/ctad fit / >•. bounded l>v 
Wooster. Prince. Grand, and < liven. >tre. is m Sop. • 
was created on Mav 25. 1969. j. p in of a group 
project called ''Streetworks III. In other works, such 
as Alphabets, 1969, he used twigs md th. it cast shad
ows to create an alphabet by the seashore 1 ig. 12 . 
The sparse linear quality of these pieces, which w.i. 
promptly destroyed by the elements, recalls 1 Inry 
Callahan's minimal photographs of wild flowers, 

weeds, and sticks against a white ground 'sorce has 
described his Alphabet work as "draw ing w uh the . la
ments and capturing the result with a camera." Oth. r 
seaside works included Signed Atlantis ( >.<a.i. which in
volved the ocean’s participation in both their creation 

and their destruction • Fig. 13.1 hi se works reflected 
Sorce’s awareness of. and admiration for. Rauschen
berg’s Erased de Ktvnmg Drawing. 1953.

Vfwi.Vwr-- Urt*. !X*»

■ ' 14 MU -■

• -

Sorer a number *4 cMthwtnrk* th#
nt-'-tr I ik a 14 X 15. T Ivm- prc).:C!»

it pre ' 'iicrl hi* «Mii n,(Ut js in [h« hnmrfH nf 
ri»»ntr i Inion J mute rial* to »'•. uc w; ti
work* h* nontr idrtitinj] Mir*. well at an 
n< •»' <4 «nIn * i;>: • «. Mi-i« I H* • IXnms

Jin *»r Hvlx-rt SnwfiiMXk Fix » • .• srk-. 4xsulJ 
unJrixnx-jd in chr contra <4 mi inert aung 

of eeobofteti N*uet that began »tth the 
publication >f R mIw! 4 arson', fyo”* 1X2 
continued with the back-toths laris! inisriwiM and 
culminated in live first Earth Day in April 1970 

In 1969 Sorce began a senes :i
to.ms 1 Fig 16 Mier form1: g 'be shapes he
W.-uld mt into the polyurethane to reveal the tvn 
jewel-like inner cellular uriacturr and colors iVK-' 

;*culy>tors then working >n nonrradtfionai materials 
'included Louise Bourgeois, l.vj Ftrsre. Louise 
Ni-irlson. jtxl R ichard Stankiewicz. The naw* isthn 
Totems evoked both ancient monuments such as 

Stonehenge as well as tlse vcriicdit j of tbr NewYwrk

I li pnvji. .or...ptual m.1 . [’belli, rd vi.irkv 

were created during i p. ri> ■.! of gtr u .... ul .hjngc 
Although intended is i.onpdrti- il. arsthrlir nwrvti- 

g.ition in rctr. •: < . t tiw. app. at to this wnirr to 
ask pointed <|U< st ion, u h as AV 1*> own, ihr earth?" 

•it i iinn when th. L nited Nat. *. a.tnrly at war 
ill Southeast Asia. I -. il-o reflect a genet d rdel 
Iiousn. ss ind untie st ei.Iio.m.'niariarusm sharacterts- 

ttc of th. I'ttuls ( on-idering how CommrrriaJ the 

irt worl.f b,.. !•. omc .t is hird to recall that mam* 
artists n. tiw 19611s active!-, rejected rhe feushntic. 

commodity aspect of art. Some artists refuted tos-a.-w 
in galleries and museums while others created hap- 

penmgs and other transitory, nonsalat-le works <d art 
Still others emplir.ed noutraditiorul and unpemunnM 

materials Sorces use of sand and mu. for eian^ar ’* 
displayed their works in anommou* eththrtw* 
stres-.ing the art rather than rhe cult of penutubty. 

or guerrilla theater manifestations from the 
tiorurv War to the Viet Cone guerrilla ta.'tx'' ha* 

been an effective means of fighting unpertaltS"

piti.il
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S. In conjunoion with itsrev'vl'itw:!. iIkAViJv'v Xri Ma- 
setnn commissioned Sorce to create a pan of Ltcnu

Scree also designed a number of earthworks that 
-z ere never executed Figs. 14 & 15"|. These projects 
represented his own interests in the employment of 
nontradiricnal materials to create nontraditional 

?-ks for nontraditional sites, as well as an aware
ness of ether artists, such as Michael Heizer, Dennis 
Oppenheim. or Robert Smithson. These works should 
also be understood in the context of an increasing 
awareness of ecological issues that began with the 
publication of Rachel Garson’s Silent Spring (1962), 
continued 7.1th the 1 ack-to-the-land movement, and 
culminated in rhe first Earth Day in April 1970.

In I ->'■ > - rL-,. Regan a series of rigid polyurethane 
foam 7.:;- :: Jig. 16 . After farming the shapes, he 
■.■.wild cut into the polyurethane to reveal the very 
jev -.I-like inner cellular iructure and colors. (Other

• ns th'C. ’working in nontraditional materials 
included Louise

iditv aspect of art. Seme artists refused to show 1

■ sculptors then working m non
■ included Louise Bourgeon . Eva Hesse. Louise 
I Is'ev. Liand R icliard Stankn wicz. I lie monolithic 
| Totems • v< red both am imt monuments sinh as
■ Stonehenge a . .1.11 as till .etnc.ilily ol the New fork

Lhese private, conceptual, and ephemeral c rks 
e created during a period of great social change, 
hough intended as nonpolitical, aesthetic investi- 
ons, in retrospect thev appear, to this writer to 
pointed questions such as “Who owns the earth? 
time when the United States v.ss active!-. at war | 

southeast Asia. Thev also reflect a general relzel- 
sness and antiestablishmentarranism characteris- 
af the 1960s. Considering how commercial the 
world has become, it is hard to recall that man;, 
its in the 1960s actively rejected the ferishistic 
modify aspect of art. Some artists refused to show 1 
allenes and museums, while others created hap- j 
ngs and other transitory, nonsalable vc. >rks of art. 
others employed nontraditional and imp rm.anent 
■rials 'force’s use of sand and sun for example or 
laved their works in anonymous exhibitions 
ssing the art rather than the cult of personality 
icrnlla theater manifestations from the Revolu- 
iryWarto the Viet Cong, guerrilla tactics hast 
an effective means of fighting imperialism

13 i1..'.:.. I ‘V
i-r .?•:)■.■. mro
15 S 5 1 °70

skyline. Unlike the former, however, the Totems rep
resent the opposite of permanence. Over time, sun
light has broken down their chemical structure. This 
self-destructive quality, however, now seems to be a 
part of their meaning: they have become metaphors 
of the cycle of birth and decay, .in industrial me
mento mon. Ephemeral, like the conceptual ocean 
pieces, thev reflect the values of a civilization that no 
longer believes in permanence.

Shown in 1970 at the Jewish Museum and subse
quently at the Wichita Art Museum, the Totems re
ceived mixed critic.il response.' Gordon Brow n found 
reason to both praise and condemn the work. ' > >ic« 
works with both intense and muted colors which he 
shapes and hacks at . . . producing a perfect realiza
tion of Abstract Expressionism in sculpture. 1 here 
is no denying that this is an original idea and th it 
one senses strongh the actions he performed io ere-

critic.il
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9. G. B. Gordon Brown , "Beautiful Painting and Sculp
ture,” Arts Magazine 'April 1970.: 55.

10. Ibid.
11. Hilton Kramer. "Variety Marks 3 I:•Jiibilinn-. at the 

Jewish Museum." 7h Ara K’d l::iu> March IM, 197(1 : 40.
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In 1972, Sorce created a number of polyure
thane sculptures in the courtyard of the Hudson 
River Museum. Here the installation stressed the 
interactive nature of the work. Viewers were en
couraged to move the lightweight pieces around, 
to construct their own nonstatic environment, to 
embrace chance and randomness, and thereby to 
break down the barrier between the object and 
themselves i a concept explored earlier in < )»<y L pen 
a Life). This participatory approach, this desire to 
extend boundaries, and this emphasis on open 
forms are also found in his assemblages recall 
Dobyns’s observation) and later in his poh urethane 
poured pieces. Finally, in encouraging the viewer 
to assume an active role in the art, this installation 
implicitly, if nor explicitly, promoted the concept 
of questioning authority, which was a w idelv held 
belief at the time.

After the Totems, Sorce continued to investi
gate the aesthetic properties of polyurethane, but 
now as a painting, rather than a sculptural, me-

ate the work, which gives it a living quality.”1’ But 
Brown had problems with the material itself: "I hon
estly believe that his sculpture has an ugly shine to 
it.”1'1 So did Hilton Kramer, who wrote that "Mr. 
Sorce’s sculpture is something of a puzzlement. He 
shapes polyurethane foam into fat columnar forms 
that have all the appearance of giant ceramics. I find it 
odd that so much technical finesse should be invested 
in making one material resemble another when there is 
so little discernible esthetic advantage in the process."11 
Sorce. on the other hand, felt that the critics had 
misunderstood his Totems by failing to differentiate 
the surface qualities of polyurethane cellular struc
tures from those of other, more traditional materials.

dium. 1 hese experiments led to shaped works and 
Open 1 orm "antiground’ paintings such as I r- 
title.! 5rirr.ro;, 1972 ( olor Plan A . In ihesc worfw. 
Sorce employed a wide variety of tccli.n.iu.••. in
cluding gestural brushstrokes and scumbird Inrrs 
of paint, to appb. polychrome acrylic pigment' 
onto transparent polyethylene shuts. When dr. 
he peeled oft the thin, flexible layers of paint Mm. 
which he then cut into different shapes Overlap
ping. folding, and cutting the fine livers of pure 
color, he created painted collages. Typically he 
would expose prior layer' of paint film and thereby 
produce an actual, rather than illusionistic. depth. 
Since the layers were primarily opaque rather than 
transparent, they served to rrinforci thr sculptural, 
low relief quality of the work. When o'lnpUte. 
the work was laminated onto the wooden support 
using rhoplex. The construction or these Op**1 
Form paintings, therefore involved tw> d»<tiact 
processes: I the painting stage and 2 the s’1® 
posing stage. The separation was more tnan om

represented Sorce’s assault 
on the traditional wav of making a painting m 
which the two steps are closely mierrrlated.

Having n<> predeteimined ground, the image 
'formed its ow n ground organically creating a umr. 
of image and form According to Sorer hr* intent 
• >' to unify figure and ground and thereby con
tinue th' advancement of modern art: T he Im
pressionists broke up color, ihe Cubists broke up 
form, the early abstract painters fWasaih 
Kandinsky. Kasimir .Malevich, and Piel Mondrian' 
eliminated subject matter I eliminated ground cun- 
'iderations Sorce s desire to further artistic 
progres' continues i tradition that I. H i wimbrich 

explored well in his classic. 1952 tssav, "The 
Renaissance Conception of Artistic Progress and 
its Consequences." republished .n !Km an f.'or. 
StuLe; in the Art . ' thr Jfrnaojan., 19ri(> . Thio, m 
sums ways. Sorce is an exemplar of Modernism s 
•b-evsion with the new. even at a time when the 

Concept of the vanguard itself was increasingly

5rirr.ro
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ese experiments led to shaped works and 

rm "antiground paintings such as L'n- 
-ce. 1972 Color Plate 6). In these works, 
ployed a wide variety of techniques, in- 

estural brushstrokes and scumbled layers 

to apply polychrome acrylic pigments 
sparent polyethylene sheets. When dry, 
off the thin, flexible layers of paint film, 

then cut into different shapes. Overlap- 

ling, and cutting the fine layers of pure 
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ge. The separation was more than sim

12. Sec for example George Rubier. The Shape of Tune Re
marks on the History of Things New I favcn’.Yale I’iiiwr.it>. Pre 
1962); Hilton Kramer. "The Age of rhe Avant-Garde." Th 
Age of the Avant-Garde: An Art Chronick of . New
York: Farrar. Straus and Giroux, 1973'. 3-19; Roger 
Shattuck. "The Demon of Originality.” The Innocent L:e. On 
Modern I ueratiire and the Arts. New York: Farrar Straus Giroux, 
I9«4 ;, 62-81.

Rockbiimc or I rank Stella, were also explnruiy -b u • I 
canvases. Sorcc’s method of painting was quite dif
ferent. Rather than creating objects, in w.is num in
terested in deconstructing or breaking down the idea 
of making a painting. In breaking dow n closed barri
ers. Sorces open, "antiform'’ painting-, demalcnd- 
ized the object and shared iffinities with others in
volved in process art.' I h's lint of development cul
minated when Sorce reintroduced color and a pimt- 
erlv, e.xprcssiomstic approach in works such a- Tu 

niina.Sems 17//. 1980, and Matin:, 19ft I. ... J,3C1i r< pre
sents the end of the polygonal paintings 1 i_-. I 7".... I 
(. olor Plate 8 . Thereafter, in works like \;eii II 
1983. he returned to a rectangular cam,r- which served 
as the support for his “collaged” acnlv Flu.-. C T .r

coming into question by critics and authors such 
as George Kubler, Hilton Kramer, and Roger 

Shattuck.12
Throughout the 1970s and '80s Sorce explored 

the possibilities of film painting. As he did so the 
work changed from organic to geometric to paint
erly. His palette went from bright colors, organic 
forms and irregular shapes, as in Untitled (Scherzo , to 
the monochromatic palette and geometric structure 
of polygonal shaped works like The Speed Art 
Museums Untitled, 1977 [Color Plate 71. Although 
other artists, including Elizabeth Murray, Dorothea

ply one of process; it represented Sorcc’s assault 
on the traditional way of making a painting in 
which the two steps are closely’ interrelated.

Having no predetermined ground, the image 
_ formed its own ground organically creating a unity’ 

of image and form. According to Sorce his intent 
was to unify figure and ground and thereby con
tinue the advancement of modern art: “The Im

pressionists broke up color, the Cubists broke up 
I form, the early abstract painters (Wassily 

Kandinsky, Kasimir Malevich, and Piet Mondrian) 
eliminated subject matter. I eliminated ground con
siderations.” Sorcc’s desire to further artistic 
progress continues a tradition that E. H. Gombrich 
has explored well in his classic, 1952 essay, “The 

[ Renaissance Conception of Artistic Progress and 
its Consequences,” (republished in ,\orm and Form: 

■ Studies in the Art of the Renaissance, 1966;. Thus, in 
j: some wavs. Sorce is an exemplar of Modernism’s 

new, even at a time when the 
vanguard itself was increasingly
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tenebrism, and mystery in the works from the < .ara 
vaggio Suite. The mystery is heightened by uncer
tainty: arc these photographs or paintings? And what 
do they portray? Some like Double Circles seem to docu
ment a documentation of an ancient eclipse I olor 
Plate I5j. Others like Impost and Spring suggest archi
tectural ruins [Color Plate 17;. Still others like Di
agonal suggest everything from lunar vehicle tracks to 
the incised marks associated with Neolithic cave 
paintings [Color Plate 16j. Overall, however, thet 
appear like nineteenth-century records oi the arti
facts from some remote and long gone cult tire, whose 
meaning or function is now indecipherable.

After the restraint of the Caravaggio Series, Sorce's 
work has undergone an explosion of color ; Color 
Plate I9j. Using glazing techniques, hatching, and 
scumbling, while manipulating the surface with inci
sions and scratches, he has produced small atmo
spheric, even Tonalist, paintings which glow like fine 
polished leather. In fact the surfaces appear to have 
the waxy quality and depth of color associated with

Plate 9], Curiously, his work now developed in the op
posite direction from the earlier polygonal paintings; that 
is to say, die paintings increasingly become less expres- 
sionistic and more reductive as seen in Untitled (AVS/ 
Glowing Presence), 1989—92 [Color Plate 10].

In many areas the end of the 1980s saw a general 
mood of downsizing, a retreat from the exuberances 
and excesses of the decade. Responding to the re
trenchment on Wall Street, the art market collapsed, 
especial!}' in the contemporary area. In the 1990s, 
Sorce's works have undergone a dramatic shift in scale 
and technique. Seeking a more intimate engagement 
with the viewer, he began working exclusively on pa
per. at first mounting paint film on paper and then 
working directly on the paper itself. He also began to 
experiment with a proprietary product called Acryla 
Weave as his support.

In the Schema Series, he reverted to a more geo
metric, even constructivist aesthetic [Color Plates 11. 
12, & 131. In the following year, 1995, he eliminated 
color altogether and substituted dramatic light-dark

encaustics. What might appear, m ...
a flat area of color is a.jualk iruh I iiuiim anul- I 
gam.mon of hues. More t o nih. in works such M I 
Siam tn Due 1, 1996-97, Sorce has taker
mg in wet paint < olor Plan 21

As Anthony Sorce's art ha- evolved. u continuer I 
to be characterized by progress and inrr It i 
recent statement, Sorce observed ti 
to niaking art is formali'ttc: i.
the formal elements of art 1 li- :- an nt of tmrn- 1 
tiveness, of exploration. In hi- mitun work hr iscov-1 
cerned primarilv with matinal- i.sthitic question*. 3 
color and light. Nonetheless, his art never becomes I 
sterile or academic because process and discovery jrr ' 
for him an Existential metaphor of eternal breons-1 
mg, a studs in possibilities. Ju-.t r> the human condi* | 

tion is not static, but always evoking mJ cn> 
so has his focus on process become svnonymou* *uh j 

his content.



ANTHONY SORCE’S RECENT WORK

John Yau

Iter dated January I d. 1996.

Iht appear, in a reproduction, as 
■ actually a rich, luminous amal- 
■orc recently, in works such as 
1-9?', Sorcc has taken to “draw- 
llor Plate 211.

Is art has evolved, it continues 
I’ progress and innovation. In a 
re observed that his “approach 
lalistic; i.e., a concentration on 
If art.”1’ His is an art of mven- 
n. In his mature work he is con- 
materials, aesthetic questions, 

:theless, his art never becomes 
tause process and discovery are 
I metaphor of eternal becom- 
lities. Just as the human condi- 
always evolving and changing, 
cess become synonymous with
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materials of paper and canvas; it is relatively smooth 
and yet extremely durable. Its surface can both sup
port acrylic paint and be continually reworked and 
even scratched and incised. As an artist interested 
in both painting and sculpture since he was a stu
dent at Notre Dame, Sorce found thar Acrvl.i Weave 
enabled him to use various methods to apply and 
subtract paint, thus developing a physically engag
ing process. One of the recurring aspects of Sorce s 
career is his commitment to developing a physi
cally engaged way of making art which is open to 
chance. As when he poured polyurethane in the 
[Color Plate 5 and painted, peeled, and assembled 
films of acrylic paint in the '70s and '80s ( oh >r Pi ties 
6—I0J. Sorce wants to be simultaneoush involved and 
removed. In this regard, one can say that Sore.A pro
cesses have something to do with Abstract Expres
sionism. particularly as it extends out of Pollock's pour
ing of paint, as well as utilizing asp. cts associated with 
conceptual an.

~W" n the early 1990s, Anthony Sorce, who had
1 become dissatisfied with the large scale of 

J- his geometric works [Color Plates 7—10], shifted 
his focus to a more intimate scale. One suspects that the 
change was precipitated not only by Sorce’s dissatisfac
tion with the scale of his own works, which since the 
mid 1960s had often been both physically large and 
materially insistent, but by his intention to separate 
his work from the material excesses of much of the art 
made in the 1980s. As in his earlier work, Sorce's change 
in scale necessitated the use of different materials and 
procedures. It wasn't simply that he was going to make 
his work smaller but that he was determined to rein
vent his whole approach to making art. During this 
period of reconsideration, while working largely on 
paper, Sorce discovered a durable paper. Acryla Weave, 
which enabled him to redefine his process, particu
larly as it involved the way he applied the paint.

Acryla Weave is a hybrid material that combines 
characteristics associated with the more traditional
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other flat edges to apply the paint medium to rhe 
Acryla Weave after he has deliberately placid van 
ous silhouettes beneath it. 1 his method of into- 
action between paint and altered surface can !■• 
seen as extending Max Ernst's use of frott igr tu 
arrive at an image. In Sorce’s work, the paint regis
ters the flat object below, thus causing a destabi
lized, silhouetted image to appear. I he imager 
destabilized because it is difficult to calculate - 
actly where it ends and the ground begins. \\ hiii 

rhe image is usually geometric, it neither sepant ■ 
from nor is subsumed by the ground. From a iis- 
tance, it is as if one were looking at the scratche 

negative of an aerial photograph of a distant pit— 
Consequently, one can't tell if it is a man-made imK 

or a natural terrain or both. It is only when one - 
closer to the painting that one realizes that it is ■ 
photograph but a painting. The result r diw — 

ing and causes one to question how on ...
whether something is a painting or not.

One of Sorce’s reasons for changing his methods 
around this time may have been the feeling that he 
was no longer discovering something by using a meth
odology that had preoccupied him for nearly two 
decades and that he had exhausted its possibilities. 
Drawing, he may have believed, would inevitably lead 
into an area that would enable him to make discover
ies, as well as consider what avenues he might wish to 
explore. In this regard, he was clearing the decks and 
starting over.

The works of the past five years are intimate in 
scale and, like his earlier works, hybrid in form. Al
though they are done on Acryla Weave, which is tech
nically a kind of paper, they should be considered as 
paintings rather than as drawings. Whereas in the 
geometric paintings Sorce layered different films of 
paint together, in the recent works he layers, abuts, 
scratches, and scrapes away areas of color, which is a 
combination of acrylic gel and dry pigment.The pro
cess is one of addition, juxtaposition, and subtrac-

111 painting- lil.i I I • ' < ,1 /1 . .- •<>r. • ,i hi ,h 
Snrci h>« usis. >n lie mt<> i<J Hi* ■■ liipi.t light ni.f. .' 
In uses a pal< u<- knifi and appli'. .tin p unt in much 
same manner .is he d<» » in the gir alii w..rks ' 
Plates 18 & 201. IIw Jiff.;. 11. ■ : ti..a rs aj'piles trans
parent films <>l color and then -.tip. •. pirt of th m 
away. I his c.ur i - the n inainm; 1i i_■ ■ • >1 olea m 
come i ven mon .iimosphiiic. live r nil is a d< -i.ihi- 
li/cvl plain MT.hip between ligun and ground solidm 
and atmosphere. Images app.at hovt-r within .mJ 
beneath other images. One r reminded of blurred 
photographs, as well as dramatic bndsc ipcs.

In SnuiK in Due I or ' tri:.... th. thn 1 :: > i] .
Sorce both applies thicker lav< rs of color and use- 
color to divide the conip out ion into dot in. t geo
metric areas Color Plates 21 6 22 . Hi then 
scratches lines into the surface. Causing the color 
beneath to show through. Rpicallv, the lines are 
rough and awkward t>-.- . • tmee -if
the paint to the instrument - edg. Of t: . rhr •.

tion, and thus significantly different from the pro
cesses he had previously developed, all of which were 
largely additive.

The other significant difference between the work 
of the past half-decade and what preceded it is Sorce s 
evident interest in light and its relationship to color. 
In both the Caravaggio Suite grisaille paintings 
[Color Plates 14-17] and those using color [Color 
Plates 18—20] the viewer senses that a dense rich 
light is suffusing throughout the composition. Here, 
the analogy the viewer is tempted to make is to light 
as an immanent presence, as a moment of spiritual 
realization. And yet, while the temptation is inevi
table, such readings must also take into account the 
process of layering Sorce uses, as well as the linear 
scratches, divisions, and forms that have been made 
in the surface.

The paintings of the last five years can largely 
be said to belong to one of three groups. In the 
grisaille paintings, Sorce uses a palette knife and
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identifies

groups, it is this group in which the surface is most 
physically insistent.

It seems evident that Sorce is after the most diffi
cult unit)' to achieve, the synthesis of the material 
(layers of paint) and the spiritual (the presence of 
everlasting light). The degree to which we feel he is 
successful depends on our orientation toward spiritual 
matters and questions such thinking inevitably raises. 
Is light everlasting or is it another material in a world 
of things? Sorce’s work seems not to settle into either 
perceptual category, but rather to address both at the 
same time. To Sorce’s credit, he doesn’t try to make us 
sec the work in a narrow, didactic way. Consequently, we 
sense the artist’s own faith in us as viewers.

Since Sorce began working with polyurethane in 
the late 1960s, he has followed an unpredictable and 
fruitful course. His commitment to process, how
ever, is not something we should take for granted, 
because, in fact, few artists ever live up to the stan
dards of such a demanding ideal. His incorporation

to apply the paint medium to the 
ter he has deliberately placed vari- 
beneath it. This method of inter
paint and altered surface can be 
ig Max Ernst’s use of frottage to 
e. In Sorce’s work, the paint regis
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i or both. It is only when one moves 
ring that one realizes that it is not a 
i painting. The result is disorient- 
|ne to question how one 

pg is a painting or not.

of new techniques and materials has always been di
rected toward what might be discovered rather than 
what could be made of them.

Sorce’s recent processes have led him to make paint
ings that seem to be photographs, though not in the 
usual sense in which we use that word. His "photo
graphs'’ not only evoke the various worlds that exist 
beyond what we can see under natural conditions but 
also underscore the various devices we use to enhance 
both looking and our memory of looking. His paint
ings convey the limitedness of our sight by evoking 
what might exist beyond, within, and beneath what 
we look at ever)- day. Finally, Sorce is an artist whose 
concern with materials has never led him to celebrate 
materiality. In this regard, he has remained faithful 
to the possibility that art can have a spiritual pres
ence in the viewer's life, can evoke something we might 
not otherwise see. And in doing so, Sorce’s art is able 
to bring us to a moment of wonderment that all too 
often we have ignored or rejected.

In paintings like Evening Light or Encounter, in which 
Sorce focuses on the interrelationship of light and color, 
he uses a palette knife and applies die paint in much the 
same manner as he does in the grisaille works [Color 
Plates 18 & 20]. The difference is that he applies trans
parent films of color and then scrapes part of them 
away. This causes the remaining traces of color to be
come even more atmospheric. The result is a destabi
lized relationship between figure and ground, solidity 
and atmosphere. Images appear to hover within and 
beneath other images. One is reminded of blurred 
photographs, as well as dramatic landscapes.

In Siarno in Due I or Offspring, the third group, 
Sorce both applies thicker layers of color and uses 
color to divide the composition into distinct geo
metric areas [Color Plates 21 & 22]. He then 
scratches lines into the surface, causing rhe color 
beneath to show through. Typically, the lines arc 
rough and awkward because of the resistance of 
the paint to the instrument’s edge. Of the three
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acrylic on board 
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Collection of The Speed Art Mi
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Matins, 1981 
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Schema, Orange 1994, 1994 
acrylic gel, dry pigment on Acryla Weave 
24 x 18

13
Schema, Red 1994, 1994
acrylic gel, dry pigment on Acryla Weave
24 x 18

12
Schema, Blue 1994, 1994
acrylic gel, dry pigment on Acryla Weave
24 x 18
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Offspring, 1996—97
acrylic, acrylic gel. dry pigment on paper board
11x8
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Ever rm, 1997 
acrylic, acrylic gel, dry pigment 
9x 12
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Double Circles, (Caravaggio Suite I'J'D 
1995
acrylic gel, dry pigment i 
9/,'x 7‘Z

I In* Maslow < .ollcction

Diagonal, (Caravaggio Suite /99S 
1995 
acrylic gel, dry pigment ( 
9/. x 7‘Z 
"The Maslow Collection

on Ac ryl i \V<

on Airy la \\ eave

Sehetna, I '>', l 
1994
acrylic gel. dry pigment on Acryla We.n«

24 x 1H

F-vening Light 
1995 
acry<ic gel. dr, n/.x«z ' 
Courtesy of J,

Impost and Spring, (Caravaggio Suite 197 5 
1995
acrylic gel, dry- pigment on Act-,1a Wi o 
9/i x 7</2
rite Maslow Collection

[•>.«n Prats Galien New York < its

Metaphor, Caravaggio Suite
1995
acrylic gel, dry pigment on Acryl i \V«- iv< 
9>/ x 7*/.
Private ('ollection
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Three important paintings shown in this catalogue could not 
be included in the exhibiton:

Double Circles, Caravaggio Suite 1995 

1995
aaylic gel, dry pigment on Acryla Weave 
9^x7‘/2

The Maslow Collection

lO/txS'/z 
Courtesy ofj<

Lcryla Weave

.cryla Weave

Siamo in Due I 
1996-97 
acrylic, acrylic gel, dry pigment on Acryla Weave 
10x8
Collection of Jennifer and Steven Holtzman. 
New York City

Metaphor, Caravaggio Suite 1995 

1995 
aaylic gel, dry pigment on 
91/? x 7'/r 
Private Collection

Prelude II

1997
acrylic, acrylic gel, dry p.gmenr on paper

Encounter
1995
acrylic, acrylic gel, dry pigment on Acryla Weave 
7'/4 x 7/4

Private Collection

Kergil’s Melody
1997
acrylic, acrylic gel, dry pigment on 
8/4x Il'/a
Private Collection

[oan Prats Gallery, New York City'

Schema, Red 1994 

1994
acrylic gel, dry pigment on 
24x18

Pour Soi
1997-98
acrylic, acrylic gel, dry pigment on 
9x 12

[oan Prats Gallery', New York City

Landscape, Summer 1995 
1995
acrylic gel, dry pigment on Acryla Weave 
8%x II/,
Private Collection

Impost and Spring, Caravaggio Suite 1995 
1995
acrylic gel, dry’ pigment on Acry’la Weave 
9/4 x 7/2
The Maslow Collection

Evening Light

1995
acrylic gel, dry pigment on Acryla Weave
I l /r x s yi
Courtesy of J<

Color Plate 9, Collection of David and Linda Moscow, C hicago 
Color Plate 24, Courtesy ofjoan Prats Gallery. New York City 
Color Plate 27. Courtesy of Joan Prats Gallen. New York City

Offspring
1996-97
acrylic, acrylic gel, dry pigment on paper board

II x8
Collection of Gerald Himmel, Chicago

Transposition
1996-97
acrylic, acrylic gel, dry pigment on paper

15 x 10/4 , v ,
Courtesy ofjoan Prats Gallery, New York City'

A Note on the Illustrations

Diagonal, Caravaggio Suite 1995 
1995
acrylic gel, dry' pigment on Acryla Weave 
%xl/2
The Maslow Collection
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